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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to prove the Frame-Stewart algorithm
for the generalized Towers of Hanoi problem as well as finding the num-
ber of moves required to solve the problem and studying the multitude
of optimal solutions. The main idea is to study how to most effectively
move away all but the last disc and use the fact that the total number
of moves required to solve the problem is twice this number plus one.
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Preface
It was about four years ago when I first encountered the generalized Towers
of Hanoi problem. I had used the original one in teaching purposes and sim-
ply extended the problem in a natural way. I also found the Frame-Stewart
algorithm but I never proved it since it felt obvious and I assumed the prob-
lem was since long proved. Only recently it was pointed out to me that
it was in fact not proved, something I could hardly believe. As I searched
the web however I found a solution in [Arif] published only about 100 days
before. At this point I had already thought of a method of proof which is
the one that I present in this paper. Hopefully my ideas may be useful in
solving related problems as well.
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Proporties of the puzzle
I shall assume familiarity with the rules of the puzzle. For background
information see [wiki] or introduction in [Arif].
Now we must label the discs: Disc 1 is the smallest disc, disc 2 the sec-
ond smallest and so on.
Remark: A number of words will have specific meaning in this text and
are listed in this remark:
· The size of a disc is simply it’s assigned number.
· A stack is any number of discs of any sizes located on one and the same
peg.
· A tower is a stack such that if disc i is in the tower then either disc i + 1
is also in the tower or disc i is the largest disc in the tower.
· The height of a stack is the number of discs in it.
· A distribution is a collection of stacks.
Definition 1: The minimum number of moves required to distribute a
single tower consisting of n discs onto m empty pegs with k pegs available
is S(n, k,m). We also denote T (n, k) = S(n, k, 1).
Now let’s state some useful proporties of the puzzle.
Blocking lemma: If a puzzle has k pegs and m pegs are occupied by
stacks with smallest disc less than i and the i:th disc is on top of it’s stack,
then the i:th disc may be moved to k −m− 1 positions.
Proof This follows immediately from the rules of the puzzle. Q.E.D.
Reversal lemma: It takes the same number of moves to distribute a stack
onto m empty pegs as it takes to reassemble the stack from the distributed
position.
Proof This is obvious since we can simply move each disc to it’s imme-
diate previous position in reverse order and thus it cannot take more moves
to reassemble the tower. Now suppose we managed to distribute the tower
onto m pegs with a minimal amount of moves i.e. S(n, k,m) moves, then
if we could reassemble the tower in fewer moves we could use the reverse
strategy to distribute the tower which contradicts the minimality of the dis-
tribution strategy. Q.E.D.
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Corollary: Bifurcation theorem: The number of moves required to solve
the general Towers of Hanoi problem is 2S(n − 1, k, k − 2) + 1.
Proof The first thing we need do is to distribute n − 1 discs onto
k − 2 pegs using k pegs. For this we need exactly S(n− 1, k, k − 2) moves.
Next we move the largest disc (disc n) to it’s final position, which requires
1 move. Relabeling the pegs we see that it takes exactly S(n − 1, k, k − 2)
moves to assemble the tower containing all discs onto the destination peg.
Q.E.D.
Proof of the algorithm
Now we have what we need to prove the Frame-Stewart algorithm in the
general case. Notice that all we need to do is to prove that distributing the
discs, it is indeed an optimal strategy to construct one tower at a time on
the intermediate pegs.
Remark: When counting the number of moves required to build a stack
we count how many moves is made by every disc which will form the stack.
The tower distribution lemma: S(n, k,m) =
m∑
i=1
T (di, k − i+ 1)
for certain choices di where
∑
di = n.
Proof Case 1: If j − 1 stacks are already in place then it is obvi-
ous that to form the j : th stack we need T (dj , k − j + 1) moves.
Case 2: If on the other hand we can construct the j : th stack in less than
T (dj , k − j + 1) then we must first place at least one of the previous stacks
on top of the other stacks. Then we can redefine the di so that we are back
at case 1. Q.E.D.
Since the number of moves required to build a stack is independent of the
discs sizes we can do this in any way such that it minimizes the number of
moves. It is easy to see that in particular we can build only towers resulting
in the Frame-Stewart algorithm.
Corollary: The Hanoi theorem: The Frame-Stewart algorithm is op-
timal.
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Journey numbers
For reasons to be seen we will from this point reverse the ordering
of the discs so that disc 1 is the largest disc and disc 2 is the second
largest and so on. [Arif] states that the solution given to the Reve
puzzle is in fact unique. This is not true. Even if we think of each peg,
except the destination peg, as interchangeable there are many ways to
solve the problem and not all are by creating only towers but also other
kinds of stacks. An example is the 4 disc Reve puzzle. We may first
build a tower of disc 3 and 4. If we do then there are 2 ways to solve
the problem depending on wether we move disc 4 or disc 2 first after
having moved disc 1. We may also distribute disc 2,3 and 4 onto the 3
available pegs with disc 4 on the destination peg. Then we may choose
wether to move disc 4 onto disc 2 or disc 3 and thus there are even
2 different choices for distributing the first 3 discs before moving disc
1. To find the least number of moves required and how many optimal
distributions there are we will consider the concept of journey numbers.
Definition 2: If a stack is built such that each consecutive disc moves
the least number of moves possible provided that the stack itself is still
built in a minimum number of moves then the disc specific journey
number, jk(i) = number of moves made by the i : th largest disc in the
stack.
Definition 3: Jk(n) = max
i≤n
jk(i) is known as the journey number
of a stack with height n, or simply the journey number.
When it is clear from the context the index will be dropped.
Proposition 1: j(n) ≥ j(n− 1)
Proof Suppose j(n) < j(n− 1). Then by the blocking lemma we
have jk(i) = jk−1(i) for all i < n which is only possible if jk−1(i) = 2 for
all 1 < i < n. But j(n) cannot be less than 2 by the blocking lemma
which contradicts that j(n) < j(n− 1). Q.E.D.
Corollary 1: J(n) = j(n)
Proof This is obvious since by proposition 1 max
i≤n
j(i) = j(n).
Q.E.D.
Corollary 2: Jk(n) = T (n, k)− T (n− 1, k)
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Proof This follows directly from corollary 1. Q.E.D.
What we want now is some way to calculate the journey number. If
we can find a formula to calculate the journey number we also find a
way to calculate S(n, k,m) and as such the number of moves required
to solve the general Tower of Hanoi problem. Furthermore we will find
how we can distribute the first n−1 discs before moving the n : th disc.
Doubling lemma: Either J(n) = J(n− 1) or J(n) = 2J(n− 1).
Proof It is clear that sometimes J(n) = J(n− 1) and sometimes
not. We need to show that when equality doesn’t hold J(n) = 2J(n−1).
It is clear that J(n) ≤ 2J(n − 1) since we can always stack disc n on
to disc n − 1. Suppose J(n − 1) < J(n) < 2J(n − 1). Then we must
have Jk(i) = Jk−1(i) for all i ≤ n− 2. This is only possible if Jk(i) = 2
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n−2. But from the bifurcation theorem and corollary 2
we see that J(n) is even and it is easily verified that if Jk−1(n− 2) = 2
then Jk(n − 1) = 2 which means that J(n) = 3. A contradiction and
we are done. Q.E.D.
The Journey theorem: J(n) = 2r, whenever(
k + r − 3
k − 2
)
< n ≤
(
k + r − 2
k − 2
)
.
Proof From the doubling lemma we know that J(n) = 2r for some
r and as such we only need to prove that r is as stated. It is clear that
the statement is true for J(1) = 1 and Jk(n) = 2 if k > n > 1. Suppose
the statement is true for Jk(m) = 2
s with s < r. By the bifurcation
theorem we have J(n) = 2max
i∈I
Jk−i(ni) with 2
r−2 ≤ Jk−i(ni) ≤ 2
r−1
where I = {0, 1, 2, · · · , k − 2}. Now n = 1+
∑
i
ni so we can calculate
the maximum possible value of n.
n = 1 +
(
k + r − 3
k − 2
)
+
(
k + r − 4
k − 3
)
+ · · ·+
(
r − 1
1
)
=
(
k + r − 2
k − 2
)
The above calculation is actually easiest seen in pascals triangle, how-
ever it is not hard to verify it algebraically either. We have thus estab-
lished the upper bound for n. As for the lower bound we already know
it since it must be the upper bound for r − 1. Thus the induction is
complete and the theorem is proven. Q.E.D.
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Consequences of the Journey theorem
First consequence of the Journey theorem is that it allows us to cal-
culate the minimum number of moves quite readily. Consider these
examples:
Example 1: Calculate the minimum number of moves for n = 10
and k = 4.
We calculate the journey numbers: J(1) = 1; J(s) = 2, 2 ≤ s ≤ 3;
J(s) = 4, 4 ≤ s ≤ 6; J(s) = 8, 7 ≤ s ≤ 10. We have that it takes
10∑
i=1
J(i) = 1 · 1 + 2 · 2 + 4 · 3 + 8 · 4 = 1 + 4 + 12 + 32 = 49 moves.
Example 2: Calculate the minimum number of moves for n = 1000
and k = 30.
Same as in Example 1 we calculate journey numbers. J(1) = 1;
J(s) = 2, 2 ≤ s ≤ 29; J(s) = 4, 30 ≤ s ≤ 15 · 29 = 435; J(s) =
8, 436 ≤ s ≤ 4495. We have that the minimum number of moves is
8 · (1000− 435) + 4 · (435− 29) + 2 · (29− 2) + 1 = 6317. Notice that
this number is quite a bit smaller that the number of moves it takes to
solve the original Towers of Hanoi problem with 13 discs.
Calculating the number of optimal solutions is hard. Instead of do-
ing this I decided to find a way of calculating the number of main
distributions. This is the first step to calculate the actual number of
optimal solutions and a necessary one, as far as I can tell. A main
distribution is the distribution when all but the largest disc has been
moved from the source and the destination peg is empty, i.e. there are
no discs on that peg, and we solve the puzzle in the minimum number
of moves. We identify any two distributions that has the same stack
heights. We shall use journey numbers to find the number of main
distributions.
Example 3: Consider the situation when we have 8 discs and 5 pegs.
The journey numbers are J(1) = 1, J(2−4) = 2, J(5−10) = 4. Now if
we would have had 10 discs there would have been only one distribution
since all the stacks in the main distribution would have had the maxi-
mum number of discs for their journey numbers. Now however we have
some freedom of placement. We know that in the main distribution
we have no stack with journey number greater than 2 and as such we
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can calculate each stacks maximum height. The first stack cannot be
higher than 4 since J5(5) = 4. The second stack cannot be higher than
3 since J4(4) = 4 and the last stack cannot be higher than 2 for a sim-
ilar reason. We can therefor construct stacks of height 4, 2 and 1 or 3,
3 and 1 or 3, 2 and 2. We therefor have 3 main distributions in this case.
As is clearly noted, journey numbers are crucial in determining the
number of main distributions. While this example was easy, the same
method can be used in more complicated situations as well.
Concluding remarks
It is my belief that the tower distribution lemma can be extended to
more general Hanoi problems, i.e. problems with the same rules but
with different connection between the pegs. In general one may con-
sider a peg as a vertex in a graph. It is my hope that journey numbers
may be useful in other Hanoi problems as well. I believe them to be key
in finding the number of optimal solutions and the number of moves
required to solve such problems. If any of the ideas presented in this
paper should come to good use it would make me sincerely happy.
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